
Bath Time

‘MEOW!’

J E S S  B L A C K
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On the rare occasion when the cats 
weren’t playing music together, they could 
sometimes be found on the couch watching 
their favourite TV shows. One cloudy 
afternoon, when the rain had forced her 
inside, Kitty settled in with Spook who was 
glued to the latest episode of a romantic  
soap opera.
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‘I can’t believe you watch this rubbish,’  
said Thorn, rolling her eyes. She was 
waiting impatiently for her own favourite 
show to come on next. 

‘ S h h h h ! ’  Spook shushed her, edging 
closer to the screen. 
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Kitty had to agree – Spook’s show was 
pretty boring – but she could tell by the 
dramatic music that something important 
was coming up. Just at that moment she 
was distracted by a tickle in her throat.  

‘Hack, hack!’ she coughed. 

‘Shhhh!’ shushed Spook again. 
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Kitty tried hard to hold the cough in, but she 
could already feel another one coming on. 

‘HACK! HACK!’

‘Kitty,’ groaned Spook, ‘please stop 
interrupting!’

Kitty didn’t mean to. She didn’t know why 
she was suddenly coughing so much, but 
she slipped out of the lounge room anyway 
to leave Spook in peace. 
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Later that day, Kitty found The Nazz, 
Cheeta and Timmy Tom jamming in the 
music room. She picked up a microphone, 
ready to join in with some improvised lyrics.  
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As Cheeta finished off a 
guitar solo with a twang, 
Kitty took a deep breath 
and – 
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‘Hack!’
Timmy Tom jumped, sending the jingle 
jangle of his tambourine out of time with 
The Nazz’s piano notes. 

Kitty tried again. ‘Hack!’
‘Is she trying to beatbox?’ Timmy Tom 
asked, glancing at the others. 

  ‘HACK!’
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  ‘HACK!’
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‘Kitty, please, you’re really throwing off  
our groove,’ Cheeta said. 

‘Hack!’  Kitty coughed.

‘I don’t like the sound of that,’ said The Nazz.

‘Yeah, Kitty,’ Timmy Tom agreed, ‘you’re a 
little off-key.’
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  ‘HACK!
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was all Kitty  
could reply.
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  ‘HACK!
 HACK!

  HACK!’




